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 Reflections on Spectral Life

 Akira Mizuta Lippit

 A specter is both visible and invisible, both
 phenomenal and nonphenomenal: a trace
 that marks the present with its absence in
 advance. The spectral logic is de facto a
 deconstructive logic. It is in the element of
 haunting that deconstruction finds the
 place most hospitable to it, at the heart of
 the living present, in the quickest heart-
 beat of the philosophical. Like the work of
 mourning, in a sense, which produces
 spectrality, and like all work produces
 spectrality.

 - Jacques Derrida, "Spectrographies"

 "At the heart of the living present," the specter appears. "Visible and
 invisible, phenomenal and nonphenomenal," the specter signals a
 temporality of absence in advance. It haunts the present in advance.
 "The specter," says Jacques Derrida, "is not simply this visible invisi-
 ble that I can see, it is someone who watches or concerns me with-

 out any possible reciprocity, and who therefore makes the law when
 I am blind, blind by situation."1 Before the spectral gaze, I am blind,
 blinded perhaps by the law of spectral visuality. It watches me, the
 specter, without any possible reciprocity, someone watches me, with-

 Discourse, 30.1 8c 2, Winter 8c Spring 2008, pp. 242-254.
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 Reflections on Spectral Life 243

 out the possibility of reciprocity: Although I can see the specter, I do
 not see it as it sees me. It, the specter and the law of spectrality, is also
 someone, at once a "who" and a "what." A figure, being, subject, or
 trace of subject and a law that reveals itself to me in the form of a
 blind visibility, a visible invisible that I can see, and that blinds me in
 this act of seeing. I see the visible invisibility of the specter, who sees
 me without reciprocity, rendering me blind before it, before myself,
 before the law of spectrality. Without reciprocity, the specter opens
 a field of visuality with no reflection.

 Among the many legacies of Jacques Derrida, the many lines of
 thought that remain to be thought and rethought, thought through,
 and extended in thought, are the reflections that Derrida left on the
 subject of life, spectrality, and autobiography. Separately and
 together, the points of life, spectrality, and autobiography form a
 constellation of points, a virtual universe that opens in and across his
 oeuvre. Each point forms in this universe a portal through which, but
 also in which, a world of thought opens up, a world of thought, but
 also a thought of the world. "What I call the gaze here, the gaze of
 the other, is not simply another machine for the perception of
 images. It is another world, another source of phenomenality,
 another zero degree of appearing."2 The other, the look of the other
 that appears before me, a zero degree of appearance, forms another
 world, arrives from another world of phenomenality. The look of
 the other is world forming; it signals the appearance of the other, the
 world of the other, the subject of another world. It brings life, a
 specter of life "at the heart of the living present."3 The subject of life
 names not only a topic, a topos, and site of vitality, it also signals the
 arrival of the one who bears life, the one for whom life animates the

 possibility of being. In its numerous forms and iterations, the subject
 of life in Derrida's thought trembles on the line between life and
 death, being and otherness, the singularity of this being and the sin-
 gularities of others, but also along the thresholds of "who" and
 "what." Whose life and what life. The space that opens between these
 two subjects of life shimmers in Derrida's universe, a pulse of light
 that travels through it like a lifeline.

 The force of spectral visuality that drives much of Derrida's
 thought, the vital economies of visuality and visibility, avisuality and
 invisibility, specularity and spectrality, are marked not as opposing
 dimensions of vision, as the conflict of visuality with its negations,
 obfuscations, interferences, but rather as variations on the aporetic
 possibility of seeing formed around a subject of visuality not always
 visible. ("An aporia," Derrida says, "is not simply a momentary paral-
 ysis in the face of the impasse. It is a testing out of the undecidable.")4
 Never a dialectic, the visuality that informs Derrida's thought is
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 always and from the beginning spectral: "Visibility," he says "is not vis-
 ible."5 The condition of the visible, of visibility, is not itself visible.
 Invisibility is folded into the condition of visibility from the begin-
 ning. There is no visibility that is not also invisible, no visibility that is
 not in some way always spectral. The trope that determines Derrida's
 reflections on visibility in so many instances is blindness. Blindness in
 Derrida's idiom emerges less as the absence of vision, but rather as
 the inability to see someone or something - who or what, ultimately
 myself - at a critical moment. It is a blindness that reflects me. Nei-
 ther a failure nor a flaw, the blindness that Derrida elaborates serves

 as a form of visuality that leads most often to the very subject of visi-
 bility as such. A subject whose subjectivity is invisible, whose subjec-
 tivity is constituted by the invisibility at the heart of visibility and which
 renders it always, at this moment, blind.

 Vitality and spectral visuality, life and blindness, converge in
 Derrida's thought upon a subject always haunted by life and the
 specter, yielding always a spectral form of autobiography, a secret
 autobiography of the other. Secret and other because, the biograph,
 and especially the autobiography always comes to me from elsewhere,
 from the outside, from another, and remains in the end secret to

 me. I am the secret end, the secret subject of autobiography. He says,
 "The secret isn'tjust some thing, a content that would have to be hid-
 den or kept within oneself. Others are secret because they are other.
 I am secret, I am in secret, like any other."6 The secret is not only a
 content, a what, but an other, a who, ultimately myself as other, my
 other self. I am revealed in the secret; I exist in secret, like any other,
 forged in the secrecy of others. In my autobiography, I am named,
 like the secret names of psychoanalysis, by an other.7 Autobiogra-
 phy, blindness, and the secret name or subject of life open a vast
 horizon in Derrida's thought.

 The constellation that orbits Derrida's thought, his world - vital-
 ity, spectrality, and autobiography - appears in the form of a reflec-
 tion. A series of reflections, to be exact. Reflection, both as a mode

 of thought, and as an image, a representation. An image of thought,
 an image of thinking back, in this case, on oneself. Revenant , a ghost
 of thought. Reflections are thoughts that return, like ghosts; they
 are images of thought. These topoi appear in reflection because each
 point of the spectrum forms a surface, a screen that remains impen-
 etrable. Life, spectrality, and autobiography are, in Derrida's treat-
 ment, surfaces that refuse the penetrations of thought; they divide
 and disperse each line of thought. They turn back thought, turning
 thoughts into reflections, crystallizations of thought as images, but
 also thoughts that have been turned back, rendered spectral. Pho-
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 tographs are such reflections. Of the photographic image described
 by Roland Barthes and its punctum , the point of singularity, prick, or
 wound that comes (back) to me from the image, Derrida says, "On
 its minute surface, the same point divides itself: this double punc-
 tuation disorganizes right from the start both the unary and the
 desire that is ordered in it."8 ("A point of singularity," he says, "that
 punctures the surface of the reproduction - and even production -
 of analogies, likenesses, and codes.")9 Points of contact splinter
 against the surfaces of life, spectrality, and autobiography; sending
 streams of reflections back to the subject of each. Everything arrives
 in reflection, from an other to me. I am this subject, reflected; the
 subject of life, spectrality, and autobiography.

 Reflection serves not only as the mode of Derrida's thought,
 sustained, as Jean-Claude Lebensztejn once said, by an "extravagant
 patience,"10 but also as the mode in which vitality, spectrality, and
 autobiography appear as images. Images formed in each instance
 by an irreducible invisibility: the specularity of this universe, alive
 and haunted, and self-reflexive (reflected back as the ghost of one-
 self), is formed in reflection, but also refraction and diffraction. A
 profound invisibility develops on the surface, effecting in the sub-
 jects of life, spectrality, and autobiography, an instantaneous (tem-
 porary, extemporary, momentary) blindness. The invisibility of
 one's life to oneself - an invisibility made visible to oneself on the
 occasion of its presentation visually to others - initiates this econ-
 omy. I see my own invisibility when others see me, in the eyes of oth-
 ers, reflected in others.11 My invisibility is projected and reflected
 not as the absence of myself nor of visibility as such, but as the scene
 of my invisibility to myself. It determines an auto-invisibility, an
 image of my own invisibility.

 Derrida spoke of this invisibility, the auto-invisibility of the other
 in relation to love and cinema. Responding to a presentation by
 Kyung Hyun Kim during a 2002 symposium held in Irvine, California,
 Derrida spoke of love and cinema, and the temporalities that bind
 each. Kim had commented on the economy of speech acts in cinema,
 in particular the dense phrase "I love you."12 Working through a scene
 from Hong Sangsoo's The Day a Pig Feil into the Well (1996), Kim
 focused on a brief exchange between two minor characters: "I am try-
 ing to love you." "Me too." Addressing the expression of love as a
 unique speech act, and marking the distance that separates written
 word from visual text, Derrida asked Kim what he thought a film could
 accomplish that a novel could not. During their discussion, Derrida
 suggested that, in a film, two people can say to each other "I love you"
 simultaneously. A temporality and economy of love specific to cinema.
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 The impossible reciprocity of love, a spectral love or trace of
 love that makes simultaneity possible in film, reveals, in Derrida's
 thought, a sharp focus on the logic of the present, a presence
 opened in cinema, that can be marked in advance only by absence.
 Two expressions of love compressed into the same moment, a reci-
 procity in the present. The simultaneity of love in cinema that Der-
 rida imagines haunts the present, blinds me to it, to myself and an
 other. Love becomes at this moment, the moment in which it is

 superimposed onto the other's love, no longer my own, estranged
 from me, but returning to me, reflected in and on me, as a secret
 love, exposed and invisible. What happens when the sequences of
 love, of alternating declarations, are compressed into a single, over-
 lapping utterance? Is love made more meaningful or reinforced by
 the simultaneity of a synchronized expression? Or is love negated,
 muted, reduced to silence by a deafening sonic confusion? Is this a
 mode of love specific to cinema?

 Derrida's brief intervention into cinema reminds one of his

 many reflections, dispersed throughout his oeuvre, on the visual arts
 and the subject of visuality as such. His contributions to literature
 and philosophy are well known, as are his interventions in, critiques
 of, and theses on animality, art, and architecture; politics, sexuality,
 and technology; and many more fields, nonfields, subjects, and not-
 yet (or no-longer) subjects. Derrida has spoken at length of archi-
 tects and buildings, designs and drawings, individual paintings and
 painting as such, photography, landscape, video, and specific tech-
 nologies of representation. What about cinema?

 The Derrida oeuvre constitutes a virtual archive on the subjects
 of visibility and invisibility, but also on the possibility or impossibil-
 ity of visuality as such. He speaks of the specter and spectrality, of the
 visible in-visible and absolute invisibility, or the "radiant invisibility
 of the look," and of the image, the photograph, and cinema, among
 many traces of the invisible.13 The trope of blindness - abundant in
 Derrida's work to the point of a theme - and the figure of the blind
 emerge most often for Derrida in the form of a paradox: blindness
 is the mechanism or condition through which one sees oneself. I
 am blind to myself, but this blindness is revelatory: it reveals me to
 myself, and it reveals my blindness as a condition and precondition
 of seeing myself. "The blindness that opens the eye," Derrida says,
 "is not one that darkens vision."14

 In Memoirs of the Blind, a sustained reflection and speculation on
 the subject of blindness and self-portraiture written on the occasion
 of an exhibit he curated at the Louvre in 1990, Derrida develops a
 crucial thesis on a form of visuality that inhabits the visible and ren-
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 ders it invisible. Derrida's thesis charts an economy of visuality
 unique to painting that generates as its subject "the singular body of
 the visible itself," the blind:

 In order to be absolutely foreign to the visible and even to the potentially
 visible, to the possibility of the visible, this invisibility would still inhabit the
 visible, or rather, it would come to haunt it to the point of being confused
 with it, in order to assure, from the specter of this very impossibility, its
 most proper resource. The visible as such would be invisible, not as visibiV-
 ity, the phenomenality or essence of the visible, but as the singular body of the
 visible itself, right on the visible - so that, by emanation, and as if it were
 secreting its own medium , the visible would produce blindness.15

 The visibility that Derrida imagines secretes its own medium
 and a mode of spectatorship, blindness, intrinsic to it. Blindness,
 says Derrida, is an effect of the invisibility of the visible as such.
 Absolute invisibility inhabits and haunts the visible, lives in and lives
 on or after the visible as blindness. Visibility secretes invisibility, "as
 if it were secreting its own medium," producing blindness. The sub-
 ject of Derrida's secret and secreted medium is blind. The invisibil-
 ity that Derrida sees is not an aspect of visibility, neither a
 phenomenon nor an essence of the visible: it is an image that inhab-
 its or haunts the visible right on the visible. Visible and invisible are
 not antitheses of visuality as such, inversions of an economy. They
 are positive forms of the image - visible and invisible images - super-
 imposed over one another and generating a secret medium and
 unique blindness. A seeing blindness.

 The phenomenon of blindness remains bound to the subject of
 autobiography in much of Derrida's thought. Blindness appears for
 Derrida not as the absence of sight but as a particular relationship
 to oneself, to the image of oneself; it is an autobiographical condi-
 tion; a configuration of the regard and a mode of self-regarding:
 which is to say, blindness is conditional. For Derrida, blindness is
 also bound, as is autobiography, to death.

 Of his collaboration with Gary Hill and his exposure to video,
 Derrida says,

 Seeing myself passing by reading in front of a camera against an absolutely
 white background that made me think, I don't know why, of the cemetery
 in Jerusalem seen from the Mount of Olives, I was all the more gravely pas-
 sive in that I did not know what Gary Hill would do with what I saw myself
 doing without seeing myself. 16

 Derrida connects this moment of autobiographical blindness to "the
 cemetery in Jerusalem," which he projects against the white screen.
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 But also to passion and love: passion, he says, "in the sense that right
 away I loved it, that is to say, as always when one loves, I right away
 wondered why I loved that , what or whom I loved exactly."17 Passion
 is forged for Derrida by an experience of love, but also of passing,
 passing away, the loss of oneself in the other, acutely in the death of
 another, but also in the passive scenes of autobiography and blind-
 ness provoked in the passing of another.

 Speaking on the death of Louis Marin, Derrida describes resid-
 ual images, those images that remain as traces of the other "in us."
 Derrida says,

 What is only in us seems to be reducible to images, which might be mem-
 ories or monuments, but which are reducible in any case to a memory that
 consists of visible scenes that are no longer anything but images , since the
 other of whom they are the images appears only as the one who has disap-
 peared or passed away, as the one who, having passed away, leaves "in us"
 only images.18

 The other leaves in me only images. In leaving, the other
 becomes an image left in me. I am left with but also replaced by
 images. When I look inside, I see images of the other in me. On the
 deaths of Roland Barthes, the singular multiplicities of Barthes's
 lives and deaths, Derrida says, "The absolute singularity of the other
 addresses itself to me, the Referent that, in its very image, I can no
 longer suspend, even though its 'presence' forever escapes me, hav-
 ing already receded into the past.'49 The absolute singularity of the
 other remains in me as an image, a photograph, even as everything
 else recedes. And I have become its referent, the referent of the

 other, whose image I carry in me. What I see in me are the images of
 another, other images. This is the blindness that I bring to intro-
 spection, the blindness that I see.

 The forces of death and mourning generate in Derrida 's
 thought a form of specularity that renders the seer seen, transform-
 ing the spectator into an image. He says, "[T]he force of the image
 has to do less with the fact that one sees something in it than with the
 fact that one is seen there in it. The image sees more than it is seen. The
 image looks at us."20 1 have become an interior image within the sub-
 ject of the image, which is endowed in Derrida's speculation with a
 perceptibility. "The image looks at us." I have become myself one of
 those images "in us," left behind by the other who has disappeared.
 (An image looked at by an image.) I now inhabit the interiority of
 the image. I am an image within an image that looks into itself and
 sees me. I am a trace, the phantom residue of another that has dis-
 appeared, leaving only images within an image. This is the site of my
 blindness and of my death.
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 Derrida's scene of images within images, one on top of and
 inside another, forms a mnemic montage (the figure that Freud
 invokes for the unconscious) not unlike the simultaneity of "I love
 you" made possible in cinema. Can one imagine, following Derrida,
 a sonic blindness? A convergence of sound and nonsound images
 that initiates (or secretes) a secret phonography? A form of filmic
 audiovisuali ty like the simultaneous expression of love that gener-
 ates a noisy superlove that both enhances it and renders it inaudi-
 ble? And do I see myself reflected in this density; do I see in it and
 hear in it my own blindness? Am I rendered blind or blinded by the
 secret medium of audiovisuality that Derrida imagines? Wouldn't
 this be a theory of cinema? A theory of cinema based on the mon-
 tage of visible and invisible images, audible and inaudible sounds?

 A secret cinema, a medium secreted autobiographically that
 posits as its only possible spectator someone blind. A blindness that
 lives in and lives after cinema, that inhabits and haunts it. A spec-
 tator blinded on the occasion of this cinema, which looks at him or

 her, which looks at me only.21 1 am seen there in it, but cannot see
 it. I am secreted by it. Peggy Kamuf describes a version of this cin-
 ema in Derrida's gaze. Speaking of his immense generosity, one
 that exceeds the very terms of generosity, she says, "To look him in
 the eyes was to see someone seeing you see. . . . This quality of the
 gaze was neither transfixing nor piercing, but once again expan-
 sive and moving. It moved one into the open space where one's own
 look does not return to itself and can never see itself."22 My cinema,
 like Kafka's law: for me only but also closed to me. A cinema secret
 to me.

 On the subject of cinema, of a particular film, one of two that
 bears his name, Derrida describes the following exchange with film-
 maker and poet Safaa Fathy. It concerns the subjects of autobiogra-
 phy, cinema, and blindness:

 Safaa Fathy said to me, one fine day, that I was blind. That was her word.
 She treated me as a blind person, she repeated that I could not seethe film,
 and that all of my incomprehensions, my impatience, my fits of anger, my
 crises of nerves followed from the fact that I could not see anything, from
 the other side, from her point of view, the truth of the film she was prepar-
 ing. She was right, I say to myself now, I saw nothing, I could not see what
 was waiting for me on the other side of the camera and of the edit. Still
 today, this truth remains, but as I am reconciled to it (to her), it is of
 another fashion that I can never see it, this film.23

 Not any film, but this film. This film that bears his name "elsewhere."
 A film that only Derrida cannot see: his blindness here is conditional
 and autobiographical. A spectral cinema that reflects only him.
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 Derrida says, "Spectrality is at work everywhere, and more than
 ever, in an original way, in the reproducible virtuality of photogra-
 phy or cinema."24 A virtual specter, cinema: a spectral specter, dou-
 bled, reproduced, superimposed, one specter over another. One
 place where such spectrality is particularly apparent is in the exper-
 imental cinema, especially a body of work that explores the spectral
 autobiography, oneself written by the other, oneself that arrives in
 the form of a secret. Autobiography marked by an essential blind-
 ness. Numerous examples of spectral and blind autobiographies,
 thanatographies, reflections on life, death, and spectrality fill the
 archives of experimental film and video. Among them are some that
 never name the subject of the autobiography or that feature the dis-
 appearance of the subject; the subject is here in the place of his or
 her autobiography, but displaced, elsewhere, returning in the form
 of a reflection. I do not see the place where I am.

 On blindness, dying, and autobiography, two films about AIDS,
 both estranged autobiographies, follow the contours of Derrida's
 constellation: vitality, spectrality, autobiography rendered blind.
 Derek Jarman 's Blue (1993) and Marlon Riggs's Black Is . . . Black
 Ain't (1994) name two colors of blindness, one referring to the visu-
 ality of affect, the other to the visuality of race and racism. Each
 dramatizes, one as fiction and the other as documentary, the disap-
 pearance of the subject into the surfaces of blindness. Each reflects
 the death of its subject as a form of spectral visuality. But many more
 films and videos explore the spectrality of autobiography, the disap-
 pearance of the subject at the moment of his or her articulation.
 Ernie Gehr's Signal - Germany on the Air { 1982-85) uses empty cam-
 era movements, anonymous citizens, and the ubiquitous radio to
 portray an absent subject, the filmmaker and survivor on a street in
 Berlin where he no longer lives. An alternative future, another world
 opens in the space where I am not, where I might have been. Oth-
 ers are witness to my invisibility, to my absence in advance, and to my
 return to the place where I am not, or no longer am. The subject is
 spectral, a trace that marks an absence in advance: an absent,
 reflected subjectivity, invisible to the film, an autobiograph under
 erasure. Or, Stan Brakhage's The Act of Seeing with One's Own Eyes
 (1971), filmed in a Pittsburgh morgue; the passivity of the film-
 maker, the vigilance with which he watches and observes the lifeless
 yet phenomenal bodies, flesh and blood, reflect his absence in the
 image: an auto-thanatography in reverse. I am there, in reflection.

 Aside from many more examples of films and videos that disturb
 the surfaces of life, autobiography, and the spectral images they pro-
 duce, stands Su Friedriche Sink or Swim (1990), an autobiography
 that hides behind a series of screens: narrated in third person by a
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 young girl, ordered by an alphabetical set of titles that unfolds in
 reverse, and a narrative about a girl slowly losing her father over the
 course of her childhood, the film features the absence of the subject
 on screen. She is there (in several scenes, in fact) , but obscure, invis-

 ible, spectral, the subject of a text that maintains her secrecy.
 Sink or Swim develops the scene of writing as a primary trope in

 the story of a conflict between daughter and father. The film follows
 a series of autobiographical displacements that renders the subject,
 the ostensibly autobiographical subject, distant and opaque. Con-
 veyed in third person, the narrative adopts the voice of a novel; it
 speaks about me. I am there in this film as a reflection. The choice
 of a young girl as narrator induces the temporality of trauma that at
 once inscribes and describes the subject.

 The scenes of writing that suffuse the film establish throughout
 it a contested authorship. The father's scholarship and poetry about
 a lost sister projected over a failed trip with his estranged daughter
 compete with the daughter's auteurship - scenes of production, an
 unsent letter to her father, and the image of a script - which coin-
 cides with the text of the film. But the conflict also involves the ques-
 tion of authority: who has the right to speak. Who or what speaks of
 me, for me? (In this sense the trajectories are reciprocal: she speaks
 of him.) The father is an anthropologist and linguist, a master of
 culture and language, the culture of language. He imposes author-
 ity, sometimes severe and cruel, even as she takes it from him. Whose
 authority? What authority?

 Friedrich's decision to use the voice of a young girl as her nar-
 rator inscribes a particular moment as the temporality of the film -
 the moment at which everything changes for the young protagonist,
 the moment at which everything falls apart. The voice of the young
 girl serves as a monument, an anniversary, one could say, suspended
 and reflecting the invisible author elsewhere: a photographic
 phonography. The complex economy of love and forgiveness,
 reflected against the surfaces of life, spectrality, and autobiography,
 produce, in Sink or Swim, a form of autobiography that remains
 undisclosed, unexposed, secret, and irreducibly other, spoken
 always in the voice of another. A secret and spectral autobiography
 that returns to me, that reflects me but also blinds me. I do not see

 myself there, where I am, where others see me.
 Cinema, and televisual and media arts, are nocturnal, says Der-

 rida. They reveal a night visuality, a night view and view of the night:

 And what happens with spectrality, with phantomality - and not necessarily
 with coming-back [revenance] - is that something becomes almost visible
 which is visible only insofar as it is not visible in flesh and blood. It is a night
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 visibility. As soon as there is a technology of the image, visibility brings night.
 It incarnates in a night body, it radiates a night light. At this moment, in this
 room, night is falling over us. Even if it weren't falling, we are already in
 night, as soon as we are captured by optical instruments which don't even
 need the light of day. We are already specters of a 'televised.' In the noctur-
 nal space in which this image of us, this picture we are in the process of hav-
 ing 'taken,' is described, it is already night. Furthermore, because we know
 that, once it has been taken, captured, this image will be reproducible in our
 absence, because we know this already, we are already haunted by this future,
 which brings our death. Our disappearance is already here.25

 I am disappearing. Here, always disappearing. I am becoming
 the subject of your autobiography. In Amy Ziering Kofman and
 Kirby Dick's Derrida (2002), an eponymous film about him, a biog-
 raphy or quasi biography that he also writes, Derrida speaks of the
 eyes as the one constant organ of the human body. The look of the
 eye, he says, is perhaps one aspect of the human body that does not
 change over time, over the course of one's life. What is this look that
 Derrida refers to? It is the point in the body but also the image that
 survives both the body and the image. A punctum, inside and outside
 of me, the inside-out of the subject. Only the eye remains, and I am
 reflected in it. A trace, a specter, a reflection in my own eye.

 "The specter," says Derrida, "is first and foremost something vis-
 ible. It is of the visible, but of the invisible visible, it is the visibility of
 a body which is not present in flesh and blood. It resists the intuition
 to which it presents itself, it is not tangible ,"26 Something visible, the
 visibility of the specter is an invisible visibility, a form of visibility that
 remains invisible without diminishing the force of visibility itself. It
 suggests a tangibility where there is none, the idea or trace of tangi-
 bility, a tangibility that Derrida locates in the image. The intuition
 to which the specter presents itself, an intuition brought to life in the
 image, is the life of the specter, the specter of life, the essential spec-
 iality of life itself. Derrida is, today and tomorrow, such a specter.
 No longer tangible, "present in flesh and blood," Derrida is
 nonetheless here in the impossible temporalities of presence he
 always affirmed. He lives in the spectral autobiography of the other
 he authors; a form of self-inscription that takes place always in
 another, in you. It is an imaginary writing: text and image, flesh and
 specter, trace of flesh and spectral body; Derrida and his reflections,
 metonymies, images; his lives and deaths, appearances and disap-
 pearances. In the end, an end that does not end in the end, the
 points on this constellation will have been superimpositions, repeti-
 tions, specters: Life is always spectral, my life is always spectral, and
 in the trace is always life. Life, spectrality, and autobiography - these
 are the elements of a secret cinema, and of Jacques Derrida.
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 Notes

 1 Jacques Derrida, "Spectrographies," in Jacques Derrida and Bernard Stiegler,
 Echographies of Television: Filmed Interviews, trans. Jennifer Bajorek (Cambridge, UK:
 Polity, 2002), 113-34, quotation on 121.

 2 Ibid., 123.

 3 Ibid., 117.

 4 Jacques Derrida, "Others Are Secret Because They Are Other," in Paper
 Machine , trans. Rachel Bowlby (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005), 136-
 63, quotation on 154.

 5 Ibid., 157 (original emphasis).

 6 Ibid., 162 (original emphasis).

 7 In a roundtable on translation, collected in The Ear of the Other, a book about,
 among other things, autobiography, Derrida speaks on the possible end of psycho-
 analysis. He says,

 "The ideal pole or conclusion of analysis would be the possibility of
 addressing the patient using his or her most proper name, possibly the
 most secret. It is the moment, then, when the analyst would say to the
 patient 'you' in such a way that there would be no possible misunder-
 standing on the subject of this 'you.'" (Jacques Derrida, "Roundtable on
 Translation," in The Ear of the Other: Otobiography, Transference, Translation,

 ed. Christie V. McDonald, trans. Peggy Kamuf [Lincoln: University of
 Nebraska Press, 1985], 93-161, quotation on 107)

 The other names me, but also exposes me, revealing my secret name; at the end
 of analysis, my autobiography comes from the other.

 8 Jacques Derrida, "The Deaths of Roland Barth es," trans. Pascale-Anne Brault
 and Michael Naas, in The Work of Mourning, ed. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael Naas
 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 34-67, quotation on 39.

 9 Ibid., 39.

 10 Jean-Claude Lebensztejn, "Star," trans. John Johnston, October 1 (1976): 88.

 11 As David Wills pointed out in response at "'Who?' or 'What?'- Jacques Der-
 rida," organized by Dragan Kujundzic and held at the University of Florida in 2006,
 the look that comes from another, the other's look in which I see myself, extends, in
 Derrida's thought, to animals. Derrida begins "The Animal That Therefore I Am
 (More to Follow)" (trans. David Wills, Critical Inquiry 28, no. 2 [2002] : 369-418) with
 the scene of such a look. He says, "I often ask myself, just to see, who I am - and who
 I am (following) at the moment when, caught naked, in silence, by the gaze of an ani-
 mal, for example the eyes of a cat, I have trouble, yes, a bad time overcoming my
 embarrassment" (372, original emphasis) . The look of the other, in this case an exem-
 plarily other animal, Derrida's cat, whom Derrida also describes as "a seer, visionary,
 or extra-lucid blind person," initiates a self-reflexive moment of embarrassment
 (372). Derrida sees himself seeing himself in the other's look; he sees himself
 reflected in it.

 The specific visuality that opens in the look of animals leads, for Derrida, to a
 profoundly critical, historical, autobiographical reflection. He says,
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 As for history, historicity, even historicality, those motifs belong pre-
 cisely - as we shall see in detail - to this auto-definition, this auto-
 apprehension, this auto-situation of man of the human Dasein with
 respect to what is living and with respect to animal life; they belong to this
 autobiography of man that I wish to call into question today." (393, orig-
 inal emphases)

 This autobiography of man appears reflected in the look of animals.

 12 Kyung Hyun Kim, "Too Early/Too Late: Temporality & Repetition on Hong
 Sang-su's Films" and "Derrida/Deleuze: Psychoanalysis, Territoriality, Politics," Uni-
 versity of California, Irvine, April 2002.

 13 Derrida, "Deaths of Roland Barthes," 36.

 14 Jacques Derrida, Memoirs of the Blind: The Self-Portrait and Other Ruins, trans.
 Pascale-Anne Braultand Michael Naas (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993),
 126-27. Derrida calls this a "revelatory or apocalyptic blindness" (127).

 15 Ibid., 51-52 (original emphases).

 16 Jacques Derrida, "Videor," in Resolutions: Contemporary Video Practices, ed.
 Michael Renov and Erika Suderberg, trans. Peggy Kamuf (Minneapolis: University of
 Minnesota Press, 1996), 73-77, quotation on 75 (emphasis added).

 17 Ibid., 76 (original emphases).

 18 Jacques Derrida, "By Force of Mourning," trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and
 Michael Naas, in Brault and Naas, The Work of Mourning (see note 8), 139-64, quota-
 tion on 159 (original emphases).

 19 Derrida, "Deaths of Roland Barthes," 39.

 2° Derrida, "By Force of Mourning," 160 (emphasis added).

 21 Paul Bartel's short The Secret Cinema (1968) develops this idea of cinema in a
 paranoid narrative trajectory. The character Jane's life is filmed and screened secretly
 in episodic installments.

 22 Peggy Kamuf, "Forum: The Legacy of Jacques Derrida," РМ1Л 120, no. 2
 (2005): 479-81, quotation on 480.

 23 Jacques Derrida, "Lettres sur un aveugle," in Jacques Derrida and Safaa Fathy,
 Tourner les mots: Au bord d'un film (Paris: Galilée, 2000) , 71-126, quotation on 86 (my
 translation, original emphasis). Derrida appears in Safaa Fathy 's film, D'ailleurs, Der-
 rida (1999).

 24 Derrida, "Others Are Secret," 158.

 25 Derrida, "Spectrographies," 117 (original emphasis).

 2f) Ibid., 115 (original emphasis).
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